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State and local taxation (generally referred to herein simply as "state taxation") is a complex area that, at times, 
resembles the federal income tax but also can depart sharply from any resemblance to federal tax principles. In the 
context of pass-through entities, several fundamental and unique characteristics of state taxation introduce 
elements of tax planning—and tax pitfalls—that differ markedly from traditional federal income tax planning. With 50 
states (plus the District of Columbia), and myriad local taxing jurisdictions, generalizations are impossible, if not 
dangerous. Nevertheless, some basic features of state taxation, in various permutations, frequently surface as 
relevant and significant in tax planning for partnerships and limited liability companies (LLCs). 

Pass-Through Status, Generally 

Under the federal check-the-box regulations, entities not automatically treated as corporations may elect their 
federal tax classification. Such an entity with more than one owner can elect to be classified as either a corporation 
or a partnership. An entity with only one owner can elect to be classified as a corporation or disregarded as an 
entity separate from its owner (i.e., treated as a sole proprietorship, branch, or division). If the election is not 
affirmatively made, an entity will be treated as a partnership if it has more than one owner and disregarded if it has 
only a single owner. If a foreign eligible entity does not make an election, it will be treated as (1) a partnership if it 
has more than one owner and any owner does not have limited liability, (2) an association if all owners have limited 
liability, or (3) disregarded if it has a single owner that does not have limited liability. 1  

For federal income tax purposes, an entity classified as a partnership pays no income tax itself; instead, its partners 
are allocated distributive shares of the partnership's income, expense, gain, loss, and credits. 2 The partners then 
report that income on their individual or corporate income tax returns, or, for partners that are themselves pass-
through entities, pass the income through to their partners, and so on up the chain. 

A threshold question in state taxation is whether a state or locality conforms to the federal tax classification of the 
entity as a nontaxpayer pass-through entity. Generally speaking, state income tax statutes largely conform to the 
federal tax classification of entities. Thus, for example, an LLC classified federally as a partnership will likewise be 
classified, for state income tax purposes, as a partnership 3 rather than as a corporation or some other form of 
entity. 

That said, states add various bells and whistles to their basic conformity to federal classification. These may 



include: 

● Entity-level income taxes.  
● Entity-level fees.  
● Non-income-type entity-level taxes.  
● Withholding and estimated tax payment obligations. 
● Partner consent conditions for pass-through classification.  
● Composite filing rules. 

As a result, while one may fairly begin the state analysis with the assumption that an entity classified federally as a 
partnership will be similarly classified for state tax purposes, that generality is a long way from the end of the 
analysis. 

Diversions From Classic Pass-Through Treatment 

While many states and localities treat partnerships as pass-throughs, some important exceptions exist where tax is 
directly imposed on the partnership as a full-blown taxpayer.  

Entity-level taxes. 

Taxes may be imposed on partnerships and LLCs at the entity level on net income or some other tax base. For 
example, New Hampshire imposes its business profits tax directly on pass-through entities, 4 while Tennessee 
imposes its corporate excise and franchise taxes on LLCs and limited partnerships. 5 By way of illustration, two of 
the more significant entity-level taxes are described below.  

New York City unincorporated business tax (UBT).

New York City is no longer authorized to impose an income tax on nonresidents who earn their living working in the 
city. The city does, however, tax S corporations and also imposes a 4% tax on the net income derived from an 
unincorporated business operating in the city. 6 The classic form of entity that is subject to the UBT is a partnership 
whose partners and employees provide services out of offices maintained in the city. 

The UBT is generally imposed on net income as determined under federal income tax principles, with certain 
modifications. 7 One such modification, for example, is an addback to federal income for tax-exempt interest earned 
on non-New York municipal bonds. 8  

Significantly, the New York City UBT generally does not allow an entity to deduct payments made to partners for 
services rendered (except for a minimal amount, currently $10,000) or for the use of capital. Specifically, the UBT 
law provides: "No deduction shall be allowed (except as provided in section 11-509 of this chapter) for amounts paid 
or incurred to a proprietor or partner for services or for the use of capital." 9 This provision disallows deductions for 
guaranteed payments, as well as for payments made under stand-alone contracts (i.e., a management services 
agreement). One important exception to this disallowance is that to the extent a payment to a partner reasonably 
represents the value of services provided to the payor partnership by employees (but not officers or partners) of 
the payee partner, the payment is deductible. 10  

Given this limitation on the deductibility of what can be, in many cases, substantial sums, there has been 
considerable controversy over the definition of "partner." 11 The details of the relationship a "contract" partner has 
to a partnership can be very important in determining 
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whether or not payments to that individual are deductible in calculating the payor's 4% UBT. Along similar lines, 
because the federal income tax law holds that an individual cannot be both a partner and an employee, payments to 
such an individual are treated by the city as paid to a partner, and, thus, are not deductible. 

Several other features of the New York City UBT merit note. In addition to excluding from the UBT the activity of 
trading for one's own account, the UBT maintains a bifurcated allocation system for business vs. investment income, 
much like the New York corporate tax scheme. Under this system, an unincorporated business apportions income 
earned from investments in corporate and governmental stocks and other securities based not on its own business 
activities but, rather, on the activities of the issuers of the securities. 12  



For business income, the UBT has generally applied the traditional three-factor formulary apportionment. 13 In 
applying formulary apportionment, gross receipts from the performance of services are generally allocated to New 
York City if the services were performed by an employee (or partner) "chiefly situated at, connected by contract or 
otherwise with, or sent out from, offices of the unincorporated business ... situated within New York City." 14 There 
are, however, special rules for securities and commodities brokers, which may elect to allocate commissions by 
reference (in part) to the location where an order originated. 15  

A special sourcing rule applies also for receipts derived from management services provided to regulated investment 
companies (RICs). Under these provisions, receipts are allocated based on the locations of a RIC's shareholders, 
assuming the relevant information can be obtained from the RIC by the manager. 16  

The Texas margin tax.

For tax returns due after 2007, Texas imposes a so-called "margin" tax on all entities whose owners enjoy the 
privilege of limited liability. 17 Thus, the margin tax is directly imposed not only on corporations but also on LLCs, 
limited partnerships, limited liability partnerships (LLPs), professional associations, and business trusts. Neither sole 
proprietorships nor general partnerships that are owned solely by natural persons are subject to the new tax. 

Under the former Texas tax scheme, the franchise tax was imposed at the greater of 0.25% of a taxable entity's 
capital (i.e., net 
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worth) or 4.5% of the entity's "earned surplus" (i.e., net income plus officer compensation). These tax bases have 
now been replaced with "margin" base. 

The margin base. Under the margin tax, the tax base is the lesser of (1) 70% of total revenue, or (2) total revenue 
minus, at the taxpayer's election, either (a) cost of goods sold (COGS) or (b) compensation. The election to deduct 
either COGS or compensation is made on the taxpayer's annual report and is effective for only that annual report; it 
may not be changed retroactively by filing an amended return after the due date of the annual report. 18 The margin 
base is then apportioned based solely on a sales factor: total receipts from business in Texas divided by total 
receipts everywhere. The applicable tax rate is 1%, except that taxpayers primarily engaged in the retail or 
wholesale trade are subject to a 0.5% rate. 19  

Alternatively, a taxpayer with no more than $10 million in annualized total revenue may choose to calculate its tax 
liability using the "E-Z computation." Under the E-Z method, the taxpayer multiplies total revenue by an 
apportionment factor, and then applies a 0.575% tax rate to determine the tax due. No deduction is allowed for 
COGS or compensation when choosing the E-Z computation.  

The margin tax employs a "privilege period" concept, under which a taxpayer pays for the privilege of doing business 
in Texas during the calendar year in which the tax is paid, but the tax liability is based on the business activity that 
occurred during the taxpayer's accounting period that ended in the preceding calendar year. For example, an entity 
whose accounting period ends on December 31 would pay tax on 5/15/12 for the privilege of doing business in Texas 
during calendar year 2012, but the tax due would be based on the entity's business activity during calendar year 
2011. The initial margin tax was due on 5/15/08, and was calculated based on business activity during 2007. 

Passive entities. The margin tax does not apply to certain "passive entities." To qualify as a "passive entity," the 
following criteria must be met: 

● The entity must be a general or limited partnership or a nonbusiness trust. 
● During the period on which its margin is based, at least 90% of the entity's federal gross income must be from 

certain specified "passive" sources (described below). 
● The entity may not receive more than 10% of its federal gross income from the conduct of an active trade or 

business. 20  

The following categories of income are the only ones that qualify for the 90% of gross income test: 
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● Dividends, interest, foreign currency exchange gain, periodic and nonperiodic payments with respect to 
notional principal contracts, option premiums, cash settlement or termination payments with respect to a 
financial instrument, and income from an LLC. 

● Distributive shares of partnership income, to the extent that the shares are greater than zero. 



● Net capital gains from the sale of real property, net gains from the sale of commodities traded on a 
commodities exchange, and net gains from the sale of "securities." 

● Royalties, bonuses, and delay rental income from mineral properties, and income from other nonoperating 
mineral interests. 21  

Significantly, rental income is not qualifying income for a passive entity for purposes of the margin tax. 22 

 

A "security" is defined to include any of the following: 

● An instrument defined by IRC Section 475(c)(2), where the holder of the instrument has a non-controlling 
interest in the issuer/investee. 

● An instrument described in IRC Section 475(e)(2)(B), (C), or (D). 
● An interest in a partnership where the investor has a non-controlling interest in the investee.  
● An interest in an LLC where the investor has a non-controlling interest in the investee.  
● A beneficial interest in a trust where the investor has a non-controlling interest in the investee. 23  

For purposes of the 10% limit on a passive entity's gross income from the conduct of an "active trade or business," 
an entity conducts an active trade or business if (1) the activities being carried on include active operations that 
form a part of the process of earning income or profit, and (2) the entity performs active management and 
operational functions. Activities performed by the entity include activities performed by persons outside the entity, 
including independent contractors, to the extent that (1) those persons perform services on behalf of the entity and 
(2) those services constitute all or part of the entity's trade or business. Further, an entity conducts an active 
trade or business if assets (including royalties, patents, trademarks, and other intangible assets) held by the entity 
are used in the active trade or business of one or more related entities. 24  

Combined filing for margin tax. Following what seems to be a trend among states, Texas has adopted a combined 
reporting structure under the margin tax: all affiliated entities that are engaged in a unitary business must report on 
a combined basis. Accordingly, "taxable entity" includes a "combined group," which means taxable entities that are 
part of an affiliated group engaged in a unitary business and required to file a group report. "Affiliated group" is a 
group of one or more entities in which a controlling interest is owned by a common owner or owners, either 
corporate or noncorporate, or by one or more of the member entities. 25  

In determining ownership among members of an affiliated group, a "controlling interest" is: 

● For a corporation: more than 50% direct or indirect ownership of either (1) the total combined voting power of 
all classes of stock of the corporation, or (2) the beneficial ownership interest in the voting stock of the 
corporation. 

● For a partnership, association, trust, or other entity: more than 50% direct or indirect ownership of the 
capital, profits, or beneficial interest in the partnership, association, trust, or other entity. 

● For an LLC: more than 50% direct or indirect ownership of either (1) the total membership interest of the LLC, 
or (2) the beneficial ownership interest in the membership interest of the LLC. 26  
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Because the Texas margin tax requires combined reporting for generally all taxable entities that are part of an 
affiliated group engaged in a unitary business, Texas has the rather unique feature of requiring partnerships to file 
combined reports together with its affiliated entities, including corporations, other partnerships, S corporations, and 
LLCs taxed as partnerships under federal law or disregarded under federal law. A combined group is required to 
include all taxable entity members, without regard to whether the particular member has nexus with Texas. 27 The 
group files its margin tax reports on a combined basis as a single economic unit. 

The following entities, however, may not be included in a combined group: 

● Insurance companies that pay gross premiums tax. 
● Exempt entities. 
● Passive entities (but the pro rata share of net income from a passive entity is included in total revenue to the 

extent not generated by the margin of another taxable entity). 
● Entities excluded under the "water's edge" rule (i.e., an entity that conducts business outside the U.S. and 

either (1) 80% or more of the entity's property and payroll are assigned to locations outside the U.S., or (2) 
the entity has no property or payroll and 80% or more of the entity's gross receipts are assigned to locations 
outside the U.S.). 28  

Entity-level fees. 



In addition to income-based taxes, states have experimented, to varying degrees, with a variety of fees imposed on 
pass-through entities. Often, LLCs incur much higher fees than do limited partnerships. Fees have been structured 
based on, e.g., (1) a fixed dollar amount per member, (2) a percentage of income or assets, or (3) a simple annual 
fee for the privilege of doing business in the state. For example, Alabama, Kansas, West Virginia, and Wyoming 
impose net-worth-based franchise taxes on LLCs and certain types of partnerships. Some other states such as New 
York, Florida, Illinois, and Texas, impose per-partner or per-member annual filing fees on pass-throughs.  

At the extreme, fees have been successfully challenged as not sufficiently coordinated with state activity to 
withstand constitutional scrutiny. For example, a California court of appeal held that the state's unapportioned 
annual fee on LLCs registered or doing business in California violated the U.S. Constitution's fair apportionment 
standards. 29 In other instances, the fees have come to be understood as not operating particularly rationally. While 
potentially only a nuisance, in some situations these fees can represent a real and significant cost—one to be 
planned for, particularly where tiers of entities with multistate sources of income are involved. 

Withholding and estimated tax obligations.

As discussed in more detail below, the pass-through nature of partnerships potentially separates the in-state 
business from out-of-state taxpayer-partners. Historically, compliance and collection problems arose as partners 
with relatively little contact with a remote state failed to pay income tax on their distributive shares of income 
allocated to those states. Many states have responded to this situation by enacting provisions that effectively 
require partnerships to pay their nonresident partners' taxes. Depending on the state and the situation, these rules 
either can be fairly easy to live with or can cause significant cash-flow disruptions for partnerships or for the 
partners whose income tax liabilities are being funded by their partnership. The following discussion illustrates the 
two basic types of payment regimes, and also looks at some of the practical issues these regimes create. 

Withholding. A pure withholding regime requires a partnership to withhold state or local income tax from 
distributions made to targeted partners. In a classic, simple scenario involving a California 
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partnership, the partnership is required to calculate its California-source income allocable to a nonresident partner, 
multiply that income by a specified tax rate, and withhold, out of the cash distributions made to the nonresident 
partner, the requisite tax due to California. 30 The partnership would then remit to California the aggregate tax due 
in respect of all of the partners for whom the withholding requirement applied. Those partners, in turn, when filing 
their nonresident income tax returns, would claim credit for the California tax withheld on their behalf. 

A variation on withholding from actual distributions is to "withhold" on income allocated to the targeted partner 
without regard to whether there is an actual tax distribution to the partner. Such an approach is more akin to an 
estimated tax payment. 

Estimated tax payments. Under an estimated tax payment regime, a partnership may be required to make, for 
example, quarterly payments of estimated tax in respect of target partners. 31 This system differs from a pure 
withholding regime in that the timing of the required tax payment is fixed by the state's rules, and the partnership is 
required to fund the targeted partners' taxes without regard to whether the partnership actually distributes cash to 
those partners on the appointed date. 

Issues for partnerships and partners. The most obvious issue raised by these tax payment regimes is the 
obligation of a partnership to fund the partner's income taxes. If the payment obligations are coordinated with, and 
collectively no greater than, the partnership's intended cash distributions to the affected partners, then neither the 
business nor the other partners are particularly burdened by the obligation to pay some partners' taxes directly to 
the state. In other circumstances, however, these payment obligations can create real dislocations. 

In New York, for example, the introduction of requirements to pay quarterly estimated taxes for nonresident 
individual and C corporation partners threatened to cause affected partnerships to be in default under certain debt 
obligations, such as federal Department of Housing and Urban Development loans, that restrict or prohibit 
distributions to partners. The state found a way to waive the estimated tax payment obligation of those 
partnerships, but the episode stands as evidence of one kind of unintended consequence. 

Partnerships required to make estimated tax payments—or to "withhold" with respect to allocated rather than 
distributed income—also can face cash-flow issues in circumstances where a transaction generates income but no 
cash, or where a partnership has investments in multiple states, some of which have income while others have 
losses. Cancellation of debt income or gain on a foreclosure can create significant income but no cash. If the 
targeted partners' taxes are paid by the partnership in these circumstances, those partners effectively enjoy a 



cash-flow benefit that the other partners (usually residents of the taxing state) do not. Similar problems can arise if 
the "distribution" triggering a withholding obligation is a "deemed distribution" resulting from a reduction of 
partnership liabilities. 32  

The obligation to make payments with respect to certain partners creates business issues that ideally should be 
addressed in the partnership agreement. If tax payments exceed distributions that otherwise would be made, those 
payments should be treated as loans to the targeted partners to be repaid to the partnership with interest. If 
partners contemplate receiving periodic "tax distributions," those distributions obviously should be calculated by 
taking into account the taxes that might be required to be paid on behalf of 
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targeted partners. Reference also should be made to any available "escape hatches" offered by states in which a 
partnership is, or anticipates it may be, doing business (see below), and partners should be required to execute 
consents (for example, that the partner will file required nonresident returns) as necessary to relieve the partnership 
of its payment obligations. In admitting new partners, or allowing transfers of interests, partnerships again should 
review their compliance obligations and plan, insofar as possible, to get out of the business of paying their partners' 
taxes. 

One particularly sticky element of these requirements is identifying the partners to whom they apply. Classically, 
these obligations apply with regard to "nonresident" individuals. This requires a partnership to know the residency 
status of all of its individual partners. A state may provide some guidance on this. California, for example, allows 
partnerships to assume that having a California street address for a partner absolves the partnership of responsibility 
with respect to that partner (provided the address does not say "in care of"). 33  

Some compliance regimes target entity partners as well, like C corporations or upper-tier partnerships. 34 Again, this 
requires a level of knowledge the partnership may not have. An LLC might be a disregarded entity wholly owned by a 
nonresident, in which case, as a tax matter, the partner really is a nonresident. On the other hand, for tax purposes, 
the LLC may be a partnership or it could have "checked the box" to classify itself as a C corporation. 

Withholding and estimated tax obligations in respect of entities also create the potential for confusion when there 
are tiers of pass-throughs. If a California partnership is required to withhold from distributions to an upper-tier 
partnership, for example, the withholding will be calculated with respect to the entire distribution to the upper-tier 
entity, even though that entity might be partially, or even entirely, owned by California residents who, in their 
individual capacities, would not be considered targeted partners. 

There also may be discriminatory features of these tax regimes that potentially rise to the level of a constitutional 
problem. Requiring partnerships to pay the taxes of nonresidents may, in some situations, make such an individual a 
less attractive business partner. Requiring partnerships to calculate the targeted partners' taxes at a specified 
rate—usually the state's highest—and without taking into account other losses, deductions, or credits that might 
actually be available to the partner, can effectively force nonresidents to pay estimated taxes on a less-favorable 
basis than a similarly situated resident would pay. In a particularly egregious case, an offended targeted partner 
might have a legitimate constitutional complaint. 

These and other potential problems with partnership withholding and estimated tax regimes make the available 
"escape hatches" important. There are differing mechanisms through which states may "turn off" a partnership's 
obligations to make payments in respect of a particular partner. California's system for nonresident members of LLCs, 
for example, is triggered only with respect to members who have failed to provide, for filing with the LLC's tax return, 
a consent form indicating they will file individual returns in California. 35 New York has a somewhat similar system for 
nonresident individuals and C corporations. 36 California's more broadly applicable withholding regime permits 
partnerships to request waivers from the Franchise Tax Board—a somewhat more cumbersome process but 
potentially useful, especially where tiered entities are concerned. 37 California does not, however, provide any 
waiver of its IRC Section 1446-like obligation to "withhold" California tax from income allocated to foreign (i.e., non-
U.S.) persons. 38  

Whatever the mechanism, there obviously can be considerable advantage to securing the necessary paperwork to 
liberate a partnership from the financial and practical burdens associated with obligations to pay partners' taxes on 
their behalf. 

Composite filings. At the other end of the spectrum lie state taxation provisions that enable partnerships to elect 
to make their partners' lives easier by effectively filing tax returns on their behalf. Numerous states have provisions 
under which eligible partners can satisfy their state tax filing obligations with respect to partnership income by being 
included in a composite return. Under this approach, the partnership files a tax return on behalf of the eligible 
partners and pays the related income tax. The liability usually is calculated at the highest tax rate, taking into 



account only the partnership's income and without regard to any other items partners might, on their own, take into 
account in calculating their individual state tax liabilities. Although a composite return simplifies filing requirements, 
the resulting tax may be higher than the combined taxes that otherwise would have been imposed on the 
nonresident owners. Furthermore, some states do not permit the nonresident owner to claim any refund for taxes 
paid with a composite return. 39  

Composite returns offer an efficient and effective way to deal with one of the biggest drags on the state tax 
treatment of investment partnerships—the obligations  
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of every partner, all the way up the chain, to file tax returns in every state in which their partnerships, directly or 
through lower-tier entities, earn state or local taxable income. Particularly in situations where the tax to be paid can 
easily be funded by distributions that would otherwise be made to the partners, composite filing solves the problems 
of both taxpayers and tax collectors in a manner that achieves rough justice. 

The problem, however, is that existing composite return rules are neither uniform nor particularly easy to work with. 
The rules frequently are limited to nonresidents whose sole source of in-state income is the filing partnership. 40 An 
individual who invests in two partnerships may, therefore, be ineligible. Sometimes a spouse's investment in another 
partnership renders the nonresident ineligible. Some regimes restrict composite filings to individuals, 41 leaving trusts, 
corporations, and upper-tier pass-throughs in the lurch. Furthermore, sometimes the paperwork required to file 
composite returns can be daunting. 

Given that composite returns are generally elective and mainly serve to enable compliance with a minimum of 
friction, it would seem logical to make these regimes as user-friendly as possible. Particularly in the context of hedge 
funds, where it can be complex to follow state or local income up the chain to the ultimate taxpayer—and where the 
affected taxpayers might rationally (if not legally) conclude that the "ratio" of the tax owed as compared with the 
filing burdens involved does not merit compliance—a simple mechanism for making composite filings broadly available 
makes a great deal of sense. Unfortunately, that is not where we are currently. 

Non-income taxes. 

Obviously, while entities classified as pass-throughs for federal income tax purposes should at least start from the 
same premise in analyzing their state and local income tax situation, the state and local world employs many other 
tax schemes in which income tax classification is completely irrelevant. Sales and use taxes, property taxes (real, 
personal, and intangible), real property transfer taxes, stock transfer taxes, and myriad other approaches to raising 
state and local revenue appear frequently and can loom large. These tax schemes often treat as taxpayers entities 
that are disregarded for income tax purposes, essentially ignoring their tax-free classification under income tax 
principles. 

For instance, the Alabama Department of Revenue stated that because a single-member LLC (SMLLC) is disregarded 
for federal income tax purposes, it is disregarded also for Alabama sales and use tax purposes. 42 In contrast, 
Minnesota treats a SMLLC as a separate legal entity for sales and use tax purposes. 43 Accordingly, outside the 
income tax context in particular, one cannot rely on any general assumptions with respect to the state tax 
treatment of pass-throughs, and each state's rules must be individually researched.  

Similarly, the states vary widely with respect to the application of taxes on the transfer of real property to pass-
throughs. In Florida, the state supreme court resolved a conflict between two lower courts, finding that a transfer 
from a parent partnership to a newly created LLC was not subject to the documentary stamp tax because the 
transfer lacked both "consideration" and a "purchaser." 44 In Pennsylvania, however, the Commonwealth Court held 
that a transfer from an individual to an entity owned entirely by the individual was subject to the real estate 
transfer tax. 45  

Partners' Tax Status

At the federal level, partners are classified in ways that determine the federal income tax treatment of the ultimate 
taxpayers. For federal tax purposes, partners can be separated into a variety of categories, including: 

● U.S. individuals. 
● Foreign individuals. 
● U.S. trusts. 
● Foreign trusts. 
● Domestic corporations. 



● Foreign corporations. 

At the state level, the basic federal classifications of taxpayers are further subdivided, and include: 

● Resident individuals. 
● Nonresident individuals. 
● Resident trusts. 
● Nonresident trusts. 
● Corporations carrying on business in the taxing state only. 
● Corporations carrying on business in multiple states. 
● Corporations whose activities are limited to investment. 
● Corporations taxed under various divergent state or local tax regimes. 
● Banks. 
● General corporations. 
● Utilities. 
● S corporations (recognized or not at the state level). 
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State taxation of individuals.

Forty-three states impose income taxes on individuals. 46 States can tax the worldwide income of individuals who 
are resident or domiciled in the state. 47 Therefore, if an individual partner resides in a state that imposes a personal 
income tax, that state generally will tax the partner's entire pro rata share of the flow-through entity's income, 
regardless of where the income is earned. In contrast, the state will tax nonresident partners on income derived only 
from in-state sources. 48 This, logically enough, leads to controversies in determining resident status and source of 
income. 

If a portion of an individual partner's income is subject to tax in two states—one by virtue of the individual's 
residence and the other by virtue of the source of the flow-through entity's income—the state of residence, as a 
means of mitigating double taxation, usually allows the individual to claim a credit for income taxes paid to the 
source state. This general rule, however, may not avoid double taxation in the context of investment income since 
income from intangibles typically is sourced by reference to the domicile of the individual earning the income. 49 
Thus, the residence stakes can be particularly high where investment income is concerned. 

For instance, a taxpayer resident in Florida (which has no personal income tax) pays no state income tax on 
investment income. 50 A taxpayer resident in New York City pays state tax at a top rate of 8.97% plus city tax at 
maximum 3.648%. A taxpayer domiciled in Connecticut but meeting New York's (state and city) definition of a 
statutory resident can pay, on the same investment income, Connecticut income tax of 6.5% plus New York State 
income tax of 8.97% plus New York City income tax of 3.648%, all with no offsetting credits allowed. This result 
follows from dual resident status, which allows each state to tax the individual's worldwide income and to treat 
investment income from intangibles as sourced to each taxing state because of the individual's status as a resident 
of that state. In contrast, if that same dual resident had earned income from working in New York City, such income 
would be subject to tax by both states but Connecticut would allow the taxpayer a credit for the New York tax on 
the earned income, which is sourced to New York, resulting in the resident's paying tax just once, albeit at the 
higher New York rate. 

The source of income can vary also depending on the nature of a transaction. An individual partner in a partnership 
earning income from operations in various states generally is required to file income tax returns in each of those 
states, reporting to each a pro rata share of the income derived from such state. If that same partner sells the 
partnership interest, however, the transaction generally is treated as the sale of an intangible, and thus the related 
income is sourced to, and taxable by, the individual's state of residence. 51 By contrast, if instead the partnership 
were to sell the underlying business, the individual partners generally would be subject to tax in all the jurisdictions 
in which the business was conducted, with any gain being allocated or apportioned among those jurisdictions (see 
discussion below). The partner's state of residence then usually will allow a credit for taxes paid to the source 
states. 

The federal income tax treatment of any asset disposition may not differ markedly from the federal income tax 
treatment of the sale of a partnership interest. 52 Nevertheless, because of the differences between federal and 
state tax principles, and differences among state tax regimes, the states' tax treatment of individual partners could 
vary considerably depending on the jurisdictions in which the assets or businesses are located and the individuals 
reside, and the structure 
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of the relevant state tax regimes. (Also, in evaluating an asset sale versus an entity sale, there often are other 
state tax considerations, such as sales taxes, real estate transfer taxes, partnership-level taxes and fees, and a 
partnership's withholding or estimated tax obligations. As with state taxation generally, these analyses are highly 
fact-specific, and the devil is in the details.)  

Additional issues arise if an individual's residence changes during the year. An individual's resident state income tax 
return generally must include all the income the individual recognized during the year. A part-year resident would 
include all income recognized during the period of residency, as well as income sourced to that state during the 
nonresident period. The state tax treatment of flow-through entity income for a part-year resident varies 
significantly and, in some situations, can result in taxation of less than 100% of the individual's share of the flow-
through entity's income for a year. For example, in Maryland, whether and to what extent a part-year resident 
partner's share of income, gain, or loss, is taxable by Maryland depends on all of the following: 

(1) The closing date of the partnership's tax year. 
(2) Whether the partnership carried on business in Maryland. 
(3) The date the individual partner established or abandoned Maryland residence. 53  

In California, a part-year resident must, in effect, divide his or her tax year into two distinct periods. All items of 
income and deduction are to be included in the individual's California taxable income for the California-resident 
portion of the year. Accordingly, for a part-year resident partner, any items of income and loss realized by the 
partnership during the partner's period of residency are included in the partner's California taxable income. For the 
nonresident period, only gross income and deductions realized from sources within California are included in the 
individual's taxable income. Therefore, all California-source items of income and loss realized by the partnership 
during a partner's period of California nonresidency are also included in the partner's California taxable income. The 
allocation of income between a part-year resident's period of residency and period of nonresidency must be made in 
a manner that reflects the actual date of realization. In the absence of such information, the taxpayer must allocate 
an annual amount on a proportional basis between the two periods, using a daily pro rata methodology. 54  

State corporate taxation.

In order for a state to impose tax on a corporation, as with any potential state taxpayer, the state must establish 
the requisite "nexus" with the corporation. For this purpose, federal constitutional principles established under the 
Due Process 55 and Commerce Clauses 56 are the most relevant, along with state constitutional and statutory 
standards. 57  

Nexus. Exactly what constitutes nexus is one of the most vexing problems in the field of state taxation. Clearly, the 
state of incorporation has the power to tax, as does a state where a corporation is physically present by means of 
property or employees. Whether "economic nexus"—that condition of seeking profits from in-state markets while 
having no physical presence in the state—suffices is a matter of ongoing controversy. Several state courts have 
upheld their states' assertions of income tax nexus with, e.g., out-of-state credit card companies and intangible 
holding companies, based on those entities' economic ties to the jurisdiction, but the U.S. Supreme Court has thus 
far declined to get involved. 58  

In many states, a corporation is subject to tax only if it is "doing business" or "transacting business" in the state. 
Other states impose income tax on corporations that "derive income" from sources in the state. A few states have 
adopted both an income-based franchise tax and a corporate income tax, by which they impose the franchise tax on 
corporations doing business in the state and impose the corporate income tax on out-of-state corporations that 
derive income from sources in the state. Therefore, for corporate owners of pass-through entities, the key question 
is: If the corporation's only connection with a state is its ownership of an interest in a flow-through entity that does 
business in the state, is the corporation subject to that state's income-based tax?  

Nexus based on the ownership of a partnership interest is a particularly interesting area of state taxation. 
Historically, partnerships were thought of in terms of general partnerships, where an agency relationship existed 
between the partnership and its partners, and partnership assets were, under some state laws, considered "owned" 
by the partners as tenants-in-partnership. As the economy  
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matured, limited partnerships took hold, but the basic concept that partners have a taxable nexus in the jurisdiction 
in which the partnership has nexus was not really challenged. Particularly given the pass-through tax treatment of 
partnerships, and the historic "agency" thinking around partnerships generally, the working assumption generally was 
that partners were subject to state tax in states in which the partnership has nexus. 



Thus, for example, New York's tax regulations provide that a corporation will always be considered subject to tax in 
New York if it is a general partner in a partnership that does business in New York. 59 Corporate limited partners, 
however, may be excluded from taxable status if their New York contact is limited to an interest in a "portfolio 
investment partnership," which is defined as a limited partnership that meets the income tests applied to RICs under 
IRC Section 851(b)(2), with special rules for income from commodities, and excluding dealers in stocks or securities. 
60  

New York also generally excludes from its taxing jurisdiction out-of-state corporate limited partners that are not 
engaged, directly or indirectly, "in the participation in or the domination or control of all or any portion of the 
business activities or affairs of the partnership." The regulations provide a raft of presumptions under which 
corporate limited partners might be considered so engaged, notwithstanding the particular facts. 61  

As illustrated by an Alabama court decision Lanzi v. Alabama Department of Revenue, 62 the assumption that limited 
partners cannot be taxed on investment income has not gone universally unchallenged. In Lanzi, Alabama sought to 
tax a Georgia resident on his distributive share of income earned as a limited partner in an Alabama limited 
partnership managed by his parents in Alabama. Aside from his ownership of the limited partnership interest, the 
nonresident taxpayer had no connection or contact whatsoever with the state of Alabama. The courts eventually 
agreed with the taxpayer that the ownership of a limited partnership interest, in and of itself, was not sufficient to 
subject the taxpayer to the taxing jurisdiction of the state in which the partnership conducted its activities. 

Lanzi was decided on jurisdictional grounds, and it raises questions far beyond pure investment activities. Not 
insignificantly, it no doubt led to the rather stringent composite return rules Alabama now applies to partnerships 
with nonresident partners. In some other jurisdictions, however, favorable statutes exempt nonresident partners 
from tax on income derived from investment partnerships. These rules tend to impose both asset and income tests 
on the partnerships to qualify their nonresident partners for exemption from state tax. 63  

Moreover, as LLCs came to the forefront it became even less clear that the "old" general partnership concepts had 
any relevance. For instance, LLC statutes provide that members have no ownership interest in LLC assets and own 
only an interest in the entity. 64 Further, LLC members frequently have no rights or status even approaching agency. 
The question of whether, under Due Process or Commerce Clause principles, a state can assert jurisdiction over a 
member of an LLC based solely on the activities of the LLC has, to date, not been fully tested. 65  

Of course, if a pass-through entity is not itself subject to tax under a state's income-tax classification scheme, but 
the members of the entity also cannot be subjected to the state's taxing jurisdiction because, under Due Process or 
Commerce Clause principles, the members' contacts are not sufficient to create nexus, a large hole suddenly appears 
in state income taxation. This potential hole, as well as issues of collection and compliance, are pushing many states 
to adopt various forms of partnership-level taxes and withholding or estimated tax payment requirements, as 
discussed above. 

Another issue that should be carefully analyzed is whether the protection from state taxation offered by P.L. 86-272 
is lost 
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as the result of the corporation's ownership of an interest in a partnership or an LLC doing business in the state. For 
instance, in determining nexus for Massachusetts income tax purposes, if a foreign corporate limited partner engages 
in a unitary business with its partnership, the activities of the partnership will be deemed to be activities of the 
limited partner for purposes of determining whether taxation of the limited partner is precluded by P.L. 86-272. 66  

Allocation/apportionment. In order for a state tax to withstand constitutional scrutiny, in addition to requiring 
substantial nexus, the U.S. Supreme Court further requires that the tax: 

● Be fairly apportioned. 
● Not discriminate against interstate commerce. 
● Be fairly related to the services provided by the state. 67  

The requirement of fair apportionment means that states must adopt some methodology for determining what portion 
of a multistate taxpayer's income can fairly be said to be related to the taxpayers' activities in the state. 

The apportionment regimes adopted by many states distinguish between "business" and "nonbusiness" income. 68 
Business income is divided among the states in which a corporation conducts business activities, typically using a 
formula that compares the taxpayer's property, payroll, and sales in the taxing state with those same factors 
everywhere; the latest vogue is to employ a formula emphasizing, or using only, sales. 69 Nonbusiness income may 



be allocated entirely to the domicile of the taxpayer (for income from intangibles), or to the state in which tangible 
nonbusiness property is located. 70  

If a corporate owner's distributive share of flow-through income is business income to the corporate owner, the two 
primary methods under which such corporation will determine its state tax base is either by separate accounting 
(i.e., apportionment at the flow-through entity level) or by aggregating the partnership income or loss with the 
corporation's other business income or loss. The resulting tax liability in the taxing state can vary significantly under 
these two methods. 

In several states, the treatment of income from a flow-through entity depends on whether the owner and entity are 
engaged in a unitary business. Under the state tax concept of "unitary business," the various entities into which 
businesses may be divided are ignored; state taxes are computed instead by reference to the entire "unitary" 
business, rather than the separate companies conducting pieces of that business. If a corporate partner and its 
partnership are not engaged in a unitary business, the partnership income is apportioned at the flow-through entity 
level and the partner's share essentially is treated as allocable income. If the corporate partner and its partnership 
are engaged in a unitary business, the flow-though income is apportioned at the partner or member level (i.e., the 
corporate partner combines its distributive share of partnership income with its other apportionable income, and also 
combines its share of the partnership's property, payroll, and sales factors with the corporation's own apportionment 
factors). 71  

Regardless of how the income is computed, income earned through a partnership generally retains its character as it 
passes up to the ultimate taxpayer. 72 Thus, the character of income as "business income" is generally determined 
by reference to the activities of the operating partnership—it is not a function of the "investment intent" of the 
partners. 73  

When dealing with corporate partners, many complex questions can arise. For example, the apportionment of 
business income commonly relies (in part or entirely) on comparisons of receipts in the taxing state with total 
receipts. In that regard, consider a partner that engages in transactions with its partnership: e.g., a corporate 
partner sells goods to its partnership, which then sells the goods to the partnership's customers. In determining the 
sales factor, New York, for example, provides for the elimination of receipts derived by the corporation on a sale to 
its partnership, to the extent of the corporation's percentage interest. 74 In some other states, however, the 
treatment of such intercompany receipts 
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is not always clear. Variations abound, and while the regulations of many states require such eliminations between a 
partner and its partnership, many of these rules have not been explicitly expanded to cover LLCs. 

In many states, the application of the sales throwback rule in situations involving flow-through entities also is 
unclear. For example, is a partnership deemed subject to tax in every state in which its unitary corporate partner is 
taxable, or does the partnership determine its taxable presence in other states on a stand-alone basis?  

As another example, some states apply differing tax regimes to different types of corporations, depending on the 
nature of the corporation's predominant activities. Where a corporation carries on one line of business, while owning 
an interest in a partnership that conducts a different line of business, questions may arise as to which tax regime 
the corporation belongs. 75  

Because of the complexities and inconsistencies of state tax treatment of partnerships and LLCs, tax-exempt 
entities and, sometimes, foreign persons are well advised to invest in U.S. pass-throughs via blocker corporations. 
By capturing income from U.S. business activities in a taxable C corporation, the ultimate investors bear one level of 
corporate tax but also insulate themselves from any taint (e.g., unrelated business taxable income, FIRPTA (the 
"Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act")) that might otherwise flow to them by reason of the investments or 
activities of the lower-tier pass-through entities. The use of a blocker corporation also eliminates the potential 
administrative disaster of potentially having to issue state K-1s to every member of the lower-tier, as well as upper-
tier. partnership. 

Series LLCs.

One of the more interesting aspects of state taxation in the context of pass-through entities is the treatment of the 
"series LLC." The concept behind the series LLC is similar to that of a series trust, which is made up of a series of 
sub-trusts with their own assets and streams of income. A series LLC is a state law vehicle in which different series 
of investments can be identified, with the LLC members having varying shares (or perhaps no share) in different 
series, and the assets of each series being walled off and protected from the liabilities of the other series. 76  



Several states have issued pronouncements discussing the treatment of a series LLC. For California purposes, a 
series (division) within the series LLC will be considered a separate business entity if (1) the holders of interests in 
that series (a) are limited, on redemption, liquidation, or termination, to the assets of that series, and (b) may share 
in the income of only that series, and (2) under state law, payment of the expenses, charges, and liabilities of that 
series is limited to assets of that series. Each series that is a separate business entity and registered or doing 
business in California must file its own California tax return and pay the annual tax, and may be subject to a fee 
based on total annual income. 77 The Massachusetts Department of Revenue has ruled that each series of a 
Delaware series LLC would be classified as a separate entity for Massachusetts income and corporate excise tax 
purposes. 78  

By contrast, the Florida Department of Revenue, on considering a single member series LLC that was classified as a 
disregarded entity for federal tax purposes, stated that the state tax status of a Delaware series LLC will be 
governed by the federal income tax treatment of the LLC, "unless that treatment conflicts with the Florida 
Statutes." Additionally, the Department ruled that transfers of interests or assets between series would trigger 
income recognition for Florida tax purposes if income were recognized for federal tax purposes. 79  

Federal income tax experts have debated at length about the proper characterization of these kinds of vehicles. 80 
There also are state taxation questions that are not purely income tax issues, such as: 

● Is a transfer from series A to series B potentially subject to transfer tax? Sales tax? 
● Do the in-state activities in series A create nexus for the (different?) participants in series B?  
● Can a series LLC be used to wall off income from certain jurisdictions and insulate partners who prefer not to 

incur state filing obligations? 
● Are states really bound by the firewall concept, or can they collect unpaid taxes (e.g., a Texas margin tax) in 

respect of series A activities out of series B assets? 

Without knowing the answers to some of the very basic federal questions, there should be no reason to assume we 
can divine the answer to these (and other) state tax questions. 
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Special Allocations of State-Specific Income 

An investment in a lower-tier pass-through entity can generate in-state-source income that is taxable to 
nonresidents. Similarly, the in-state presence of a lower-tier pass-through entity can generate factors that render 
an out-of-state upper-tier entity subject to the state's tax. Depending on the circumstances, these results could 
prove to be more trouble than the situation is worth, whether by triggering state tax filing requirements for myriad 
partners, each of whom has only a small share of the in-state income, or by creating a taxable status that taints 
other income or activities. These problems lead to the question of whether income derived from certain state tax-
sensitive investments or operations could be specially allocated to certain partners, and away from others, so as to 
achieve the result of restricting the state income and related tax filing obligations to some partners, while absolving 
others. 

There are at least two different angles to this question. For example, an allocation might seek to channel state 
income to partner A, and away from partner B, simply to locate all of the in-state income and filing responsibilities in 
A, who will fully pay all the tax imposed by all affected jurisdictions on that particular income stream. This effort is 
not directed by a desire to reduce state taxes, only by a desire to contain them within a limited population. 

Alternatively, one might seek a special allocation of state or local taxable income for more proactive planning 
reasons, such as a desire to direct income from state or local bonds to those individuals whose home states will 
exempt that income. This kind of special allocation does not seek to simplify compliance; rather, it uses allocations 
to reduce the partners' overall state tax burden. Whether such allocations "work" is an interesting question. As a 
general matter, assuming a state's income tax computation starts with federal income, one needs to design an 
allocation regime that, at a minimum, passes muster under federal income tax principles. 81  

A question then arises as to whether the states might layer on their own rules to constrain special allocations of 
state-specific income. New York, for example, has promulgated regulations, under both the corporate tax and the 
personal income tax, describing situations in which allocations may not be respected by the state. The corporate 
regulation states that an allocation will not be respected if it has as a principal purpose the evasion or avoidance of 
any tax imposed by the state or any of its political subdivisions on the corporation or the combined group of which it 
is a member. 82 Under the personal income tax regulations, an allocation will not be respected if it has as a principal 
purpose the avoidance or evasion of the state's personal income tax or if it does not have substantial economic 
effect in accordance with IRC Section 704(b). 83  



State Taxation and Investment Activities

While states that impose income taxes generally seek to tax persons earning income from in-state activities, there 
are certain respects in which in-state investment activities can be kept below the threshold for imposing tax.  

Individuals.

As noted, investment income from intangibles generally is sourced to, and subject to tax by, an individual's state of 
domicile (assuming, of course that state imposes an income tax). Moreover, while as a federal matter the activity of 
trading for one's own account can depart from pure investment and rise to the level of a trade or business, states 
may not go so far as to tax nonresidents engaging in such in-state activities. New York, for example, provides that a 
nonresident (other than a dealer holding property primarily for sale to customers) will not be considered engaged in 
business in New York solely by reason of the purchase or sale of property, or the purchase, sale, or writing of stock 
option contracts, or both, for his or her own account. 84  

Partnerships.

Jurisdictions that impose tax on business activities may carve out investment activities from the scope of the tax. 
New York City, for example, provides that an individual or unincorporated entity (other than a dealer) is not engaged 
in an unincorporated business—and thus not subject to the unincorporated business tax—solely by reason of (1) the 
purchase, holding, or sale of property, or the entry into or assignment or other termination of a position in property, 
for the individual's or entity's own account, or (2) the acquisition, holding, or disposition, other than in the ordinary 
course of a trade or business, of interests in unincorporated entities engaged solely in such self-trading activities. 85  

The Texas margin tax has a somewhat similar rule, for "passive" entities. As discussed in "The Texas margin tax," 
above, that exemption requires that 90% of income be from, e.g., dividends, interest, and similar "passive income." 

Corporations.

The bias in the taxation of corporations is an assumption that their activities constitute "business," and thus are 
taxable. In New York, for instance, there is authority holding that a corporation whose activities are limited to 
monitoring and administering various investments is nonetheless "doing business," and, therefore, subject to tax. 86  

Special rules, however, may apply to investment income. As noted above, UDITPA divides income between business 
and nonbusiness classifications, and generally removes nonbusiness income from intangibles from the tax base of all 
but the corporation's state of commercial domicile. 87 Whether it is possible, in a UDITPA state, for a corporation to 
have only nonbusiness income is an interesting question, with no clear answer. 

To encourage its attractiveness as a headquarters state, New York apportions investment income by reference to 
the factors of the investees, not the investor. While this approach has been questioned, 88 it has, in the past, 
withstood challenge. 89 In addition, New York provides a special rule for corporations investing in "portfolio 
investment partnerships." 90  

Finally, foreign corporations may find relief under state parallels to IRC Section 864 (regarding exclusions from the 
definition of "trade or business within the U.S."). New York, for example, provides by statute that a non-U.S. 
corporation will not be treated as taxable based solely on its activities of "investing or trading" in securities or 
commodities for its own account. 91 Note that the New York provision includes not only trading, as specified in IRC 
Section 864, but also investing, which activity by itself could otherwise be sufficient to invoke state tax. 

Conclusion

In sum, the state tax treatment of partnerships and LLCs—and their members—involves a variety of issues and 
complexities not found at the federal level. Careful planning is needed to avoid unanticipated results. 92  
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